that's around them NASA has sent dozens of teachers to California State University's desert study center in Isaac's on the edge of the barren Mojave Desert to conduct real science side by side NASA researchers in an extreme environment we've collected a group of teachers from middle school's science and math teachers we're bringing them out into the field we're making them part of our science research team they're going to work along with us understand what we're doing in the field why we're doing it the goal is for the
participants to experience firsthand

NASA related field science then using

the knowledge they've gained as a

springboard to develop exciting

experiments, demonstrations, and lesson

plans for their students the lesson we

want them to learn is what it's like to

explore a fireman's that are remote but

interesting like the moon like Mars and

to take that lesson back into their

classrooms teach it to their students

they're the future of the space

exploration program the astronauts that

are in explore Mars to explore the moon
are in middle school now so we need to get them enthused about field work we need to start training you